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SUMMARY OF RELEVANT CONTENT: ELECTROSTATICS 
 
Introduction 

 

Amber is a sap that oozed from certain conifer trees thousands of years ago and 
hardened over many centuries into a semitransparent gemstone ranging in colour from yellow 
to brown. It is a handsome ornamental stone when polished and it sometimes contains the 
remains of insects that were caught in the sticky sap. Ancient Greeks recognized a curious 
property of amber: if rubbed against cloth, it can attract nearby objects such as small bits of 
straw or light grain seeds. The discovery is attributed to Thales (about 600 BC). He was led 
to it through the Greek's practice of spinning silk with an amber spindle. The rubbing of the 
spindle in its bearings caused the silk to stick to the amber. Since the Greek word for amber is 
elektron, they called a body made attractive by rubbing to be electrified.  

 

If you walk across a carpet on a dry day and then touch a metal doorknob, a spark 
may jump across between your fingers and the knob. Did you ever walk across a carpet, 
touch someone, and get a shock? Your hair may crackle as you comb it. Does your hair ever 
stand on end or do you hear a crackling sound when you pull off your clothes over your 
head? Especially when a piece of clothing made from a synthetic material is pulled off, it 
often crackles and makes tiny sparks, which can be seen in the dark. Small pieces of paper 
are attracted to a plastic pen or plastic ruler that has been rubbed on a piece of cloth. The 
attractive force is often large enough to lift scraps of paper off the table, showing that it is 
stronger than the gravitational force acting between the paper and the entire earth! (The force 
between the rubbed plastic and the paper is an electrical force, one of the four basic forces of 
nature.) 

 

You have probably noticed other examples of the electrical effect of rubbing two 
objects together. All the mentioned phenomena are caused by static electricity. “Static” 
means not moving. Static electricity is electricity that is not moving in a path or in a circuit.  

 
  

 
CHARGING A BODY 

 
Where does charge come from? 
 
In a first step, we shall look in more detail at the 
structure of atoms and the very small particles of which 
they are built. Figure 1 will provide us with a simple 
model of an atom, which will serve the purpose of 
explaining what is going on when we deal with 
electrostatics. For now the following ideas will help us 
to account for the behaviour of charged objects and 
materials. 

 
                                                                                         

 
 

Figure 1: Model of an atom                  
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Three important particles are known to be the basic building blocks of all atoms. They are 
called: 
 

protons, 
neutrons, 
 electrons. 

 
Fig. 1 and 2 show models of how these particles are thought to form an atom. In figure 2 they 
form a helium atom. The protons and neutrons are held together in a very small space at the 
centre of the atom, called its nucleus. The electrons exist in orbits around the central nucleus 
but, compared with the sizes of these particles, the orbits are so far out that the atom is mostly 
empty space. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All atoms are built of protons, electrons and neutrons. They normally have All atoms are built of protons, electrons and neutrons. They normally have All atoms are built of protons, electrons and neutrons. They normally have All atoms are built of protons, electrons and neutrons. They normally have     
equal numbers of protons (+) and electequal numbers of protons (+) and electequal numbers of protons (+) and electequal numbers of protons (+) and electrons (rons (rons (rons (����) so they are neutral.) so they are neutral.) so they are neutral.) so they are neutral.    

 
 

Fig.2: Model of a Helium atom 
 
An atom is very small but the particles of which it is built are much smaller. The electron in 
particular has a mass, which is only about 1/2000 of the mass of the smallest atom, hydrogen, 
and an even smaller fraction of all the larger atoms. 
 
In some materials one or two electrons can break away from each atom and move about 
comparatively freely between the atoms. In such materials these mobile electrons are the key 
to how they conduct electricity. 
 
Electrons have been found by experiment to have a negative charge, which cannot be 
removed from them. Each electron always has exactly the same quantity of charge. This fixed 
quantity of charge is known as the charge of the electron. It seems that charge does not exist 
on its own, but is something, which belongs to certain kinds of particles. Protons have an 
equal quantity of the opposite kind of charge to electrons, i.e. they have a fixed positive 
charge. This is why it is thought that atoms (which normally have an equal number of protons 
and electrons of opposite charge) are found to be neutral. 
 
 
 
 



 

The third kind of particle in the atom, the neutron, as its name suggests has no charge, that is, 
it is neutral. 
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an ion    electron removed with  
    Its negative charge  

 
 The atom remaining has one fewer electrons (-) than protons (+),  

thus the atom has a net positive charge and is now called an ion. 
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Fig. 3: Model of an ion 
 

. 3 shows the idea of an electron (-) being removed from a neutral atom to leave it 
sitively charged. The atom has a net positive charge it has one proton (+) more than the 
mber of electrons remaining in the atom. An atom which is charged as a result of losing (or 

etimes gaining) an electron is known as an ion. But remember, fig. 3 does not show what 
 ion really looks like, it is just a model to help to understand how they behave. 

ow do objects become charged? 

hen materials are brought into close contact to each other (which is the case when we rub 
 instance a plastic ruler with a woolen cloth) electrons, which are relatively loosely 
ached to the atoms at the surface of one material, are removed by the friction process and 
posited on the surface of the other material. If we look at a woolen cloth used for rubbing a 
stic ruler, electrons from the surface of the woolen cloth attach themselves to the plastic 
e to electric forces. This transfer of electrons takes place because the molecules of the 
stic material exert a greater force on the electrons of the woolen material than the 
ractive force between the electrons and nucleus of the wool molecules. In the process, the 
olen cloth becomes positively charged (since it has lost electrons) and the plastic ruler 

comes negatively charged since it gained the electrons 'donated' by the woolen material. 

e same applies when you walk over a synthetic carpet and touch a doorknob. During 
lking over the carpet, the soles of your shoes have acquired electrons from the carpet. 
nerally, we can say that due to the atomic structure of different materials one of them 
allows" the electrons of the other.  

e can summarize now the effects of friction as follows: 

Materials such as polythene gain extra electrons on their surface and become 
negatively charged (fig. 5). The cloth or duster used to rub the polythene must have 
lost these electrons and consequently gained an equal but opposite positive charge. 



 

b) Materials such as cellulose acetate, perspex and glass have electrons removed from 
their surfaces when they are rubbed. These materials become positively charged, 
while the duster used gains the electrons with their equal negative charge. 

 
c) Charge is never made or destroyed by friction; it is only transferred from one material 

to another, i.e. it is redistributed. Charge transfer does not occur on its own, but rather 
results from the transfer of electrons from which the negative charge is inseparable. 

 
d) Objects are made of neutral atoms and are therefore normally neutral themselves. 
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An object becomes negatively charged An object becomes negatively charged An object becomes negatively charged An object becomes negatively charged     
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ELECTROSTATICS 

sed by friction/rubbing is called static electricity. 
 attraction of pieces of paper, cotton wool, cork, etc. are all a result from 
ty (electrostatics). 
 kinds of electric charge: positive (+) and negative (-) electric charges. 
nces (but not all!) can be electrically charged by friction/rubbing. The 
ed electrification. 
harge caused by friction depends on the kinds of materials, which are 
er. 
epel; unlike charges attract each other. 
orces act over a distance. 
atter are made up of atoms. 
sists of a positively charged nucleus and negatively charged electrons, 
ontinually around the nucleus. 
arge on an object is caused by the removal of electrons; a negative 
bject is caused by the addition of electrons. 

 of the conservation of charge: charge cannot be created or destroyed; 
 negatively charges are simply separated during electrification. 
pe can be charged by contact: It takes over part of the charge from the 
t that touches it. 
 electroscope can indicate charge: If a charged object is brought near an 
ctroscope, the leaf of the electroscope is deflected. 
pe with a known charge can be used to test kind of charge on an object. 
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Topic: ELECTROSTATICS 
Worksheet 1:  Multiple Choice Questions        
Time: 30 Minutes 
Instructions: Make a cross over the letter A, B, C or D to show the correct answer.  
 
1. A negatively charged rod will 
 

A. repel a negative charge 
B. repel a positive charge 
C. always point north-south when freely suspended 
D. attract a negative charge 

  
 
2. A plastic rod is rubbed on a dry cloth and the rod becomes positively charged. 

The rod has 
 
A. gained electrons 
B. lost electrons 
C. gained protons 
D. lost protons 

 
 
3. P and Q are metal balls hanging from nylon 

threads. When a negatively charged rod is  
brought between them as shown in the diagram,  
P is repelled and Q is attracted by the rod.   

 
 
          - - 

Which of the following statements is correct?    - - 
          - - 

A. P must be negative.      - - 
B. P must be positive.      P - -        Q 
C. Q must be negative.        -      -  
D. Q must be a conductor. 

   
 
 
4. There is an electrostatic force of attraction between any two of three metal spheres P, Q 

and R. A possible combination for the charges on P, Q and R is … 
 
  A. P - positive Q - negative R - positive 
  B P - positive Q - negative R - neutral 
  C P - positive Q - positive R - positive 
  D P - neutral Q - positive R - neutral 
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5. In an experiment 4 plastic Rods P, Q, R, S are used. 
 
Each rod may be charged 
or uncharged. In tests, it is 
found that P repels Q but 
R exerts no force on S. 
 

       P Q   R S 
These tests show that 

 
A. P and Q are both positive 
B. P and Q are both negative 
C. P and Q have opposite charges 
D. R and S are uncharged 
 
 

 
6. Two point charges +q1 and +q2 are kept separated at a distance r. The force of repulsion 

between them is F. If each of the charges is doubled, the force of repulsion between the 
charges will be: 
 

A. 16 F 
B. 8 F 
C. 4 F 
D. 1 F 
 
 
 

7. Which of the diagrams below represents the effect of bringing a positively charged rod 
near (but not touching) an electroscope. 

 
 

 
 
 
     +    +     +    +                       +    +                      +     +  +    +      
       +   +       +  +                        +   +         +   +    +   + 
      _        _          _        _     
                    +     +                                                       +      + 

 
 
         

       +     +      _    _           +    +        _    _ 
 
 
           A          B       C             D        E 
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8. An electroscope is negatively charged, with the leaf at an angle of about 450. When a 
negatively charged rod is slowly brought near the plate of the electroscope, the leaf 

 
A. rises 
B. falls 
C. rises then falls 
D. falls to zero then rises 

 
 
 
9. An electroscope is negatively charged, with the leaf at an angle of about 450. A metal ball 

on an insulating handle is slowly brought to (but not touching) the plate of the 
electroscope and the leaf falls. 
This suggests that the metal ball is 
 

A. uncharged or positively charged 
B. uncharged or negatively charged 
C. positively charged 
D. negatively charged. 

 
 
 
10. A pear shaped conductor stands on an insulated base as shown in the diagram below. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If the conductor is given some charge at P, 
 
A. all charge stays on the surface of the conductor 
B. the charge distribution is equal all over the sphere 
C. the charge density (amount of charge per unit area) is highest at Q 
D. the charge density is highest at P. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

    P 

Q 

R 
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SCIENCE EDUCATION CENTRE                  ! 
SOWETO/DIEPKLOOF  !  P.O.BOX 39067  !  BOOYSENS 2016          !!!  " 011 9381666/7  # 011 9383603  email: sec@global.co.za 
Topic: ELECTROSTATICS 
Worksheet 2:  Multiple Choice Questions (8)        
Time: 25 Minutes 
Instructions: Make a cross over the letter A, B, C or D to show the correct answer.  
 
1. Two identical conducting spheres carry charges of 2 Q and –3 Q as shown in the sketch 

below. The spheres are 4 cm apart. 
 
 
                                                    F1          F2 
 
 

          4cm 
 

 Which one of the following statements regarding the magnitudes of F1 and F2 is correct? 
  A F1 < F2 
  B 3 F1 = 2F2 
  C F1 = F2 
  D F1 > F2 
 
2. Four spheres P, Q, R and S are electrically charged in such a way that P is repelled by Q 

and R and attracted by S. Which one of the following may represent the nature of the 
charge on each of the spheres? 

 

 P Q R S 
A + + + - 

B + - - + 

C + + - - 

D - + + - 

 
3. The force between two charged spheres is F Newton’s. This force can be made 2F by … 

 

A doubling the distance between the spheres. 
B halving the distance between the spheres. 
C doubling the charge on both the spheres. 
D doubling the charge on one of the spheres. 
 

4. Three point charges of magnitudes -3µC, +3µC and +2µC are placed at the three corners 
of an equilateral triangle as shown in the diagram. 

 

Which one of the following vectors best represents the 
direction of the resultant force exerted on the +2µC charge by 
the other charges? 

 
 A    B 
 
 C    D 
 

 
+2µC 

               •  
 
 
 
-3µC•                       •+3µC 
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5. Two identical metal spheres P and Q are mounted on insulated stands. Sphere P carries a 
charge of +4µC and sphere Q a charge of -4µC. The spheres are separated by a distance d 
and exert a force of magnitude F on each other. P and Q touch and are returned to half of 
their original distance (d/2). What is the magnitude of the force they exert on each other 
now? 
 

A 0 
B F 
C 2F 
D 4F 

 

 
6. A positive point charge X is in a uniform electric field as indicated in the sketch. P, Q, R 

and S are four points in the field. 
 
 

P•  
 
  Q••••      ⊕⊕⊕⊕ X   S••••  
 
     R••••  
 
 
To gain electrical potential energy, the point charge should move towards … 
 

A P 
B Q 
C R 
D S 

 
 

7. The essential new scientific finding which arose from Millikan’s famous ‘oil drop 
experiment’ is that … 
A oil droplets can be made to carry charge. 
B the total charge in a closed system is conserved. 
C all charges are integral multiples of a basic unit of charge. 
D a charge can be made to be stationary between two oppositely charged parallel plates. 

 
 

8. A potential difference is applied across two horizontal, parallel plates, as shown in the 
sketch below 

 When a negatively charged oil drop  
containing an excess of one electron is                     + + + + + + + + + + 
placed near the top plate, it accelerates 
vertically downwards. To keep the same  
drop stationary between the plates …   # oil drop 
         
A the distance between the plates must                                                                     … 
 Be increased. 
B The potential difference across the plates           _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ 

must be lowered. 
C more electrons must be added to the drop. 
D the drop must be charged positively. 
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STRUCTURED QUESTION ON ELECTROSTATICS 
Question 1: 
K and L are two identical positively charged small spheres with a mass of 5g. K is mounted 
on an insulated stand and L hangs from a light silk thread. The system is in equilibrium. L 
hangs at 300 to the vertical, K and L are 20 mm apart in the same horizontal plane. See the 
diagram below. 

 
 
 
 
                                  300 

 
 
 
 
 

               K                   L 
 
 
                                       20 mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Draw a force diagram for sphere L showing and labelling all the forces acting on it. (3) 

 
2. Show your calculations to prove that the repulsive force of sphere K on sphere L is 
    0,02866 N. (6) 

 

3. Calculate the magnitude of the positive charge on each of the two spheres K and L. (5) 

 
4. Calculate the magnitude and the direction of the electric field intensity at sphere L  
    because of sphere K.                  (5) 

 

5. Is this electric field uniform? (1) 
 

                               (20) 
NB: Physical Constants and Equations: 
 

Coulomb’s Law constant: k = 9,0 x 109 N m2 C-2 

 

E = V/d = F/q = k q/r2  
 

F = k 
q1 q2 

 r2 
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 Answers to Multiple Choice Questions: 
 

Worksheet 1            Worksheet 2 

1. A    1. C  
2. B    2. A 
3. A    3. D 
4. B    4. B 
5. D    5. A 
6. C    6. B 
7. D    7. C 
8. A    8. C 
9. A 
10. A 

 
Answer to Structured Question: 

1.1  force of thread on L [ 
 
 
    repulsive force F [ 
 
 
 
      

     weight 0,05 N [ 
 

1.2  F [ 
 
 
                      [              0,05 N [  F/0,05  = tan 300   [ [  
      F  = 0,05 x tan 300 = 0,02866 N  [ 
                             
                             300  
 
 
 

1.3         F  = k 
q1 q2      [ 

                               r2 
        0,02866  = 9,0 x 109 q2 ÷ (0,02)2     [[[ 
        q = 3,569 x 10-8 C     [ 
 
1.4         E  = F/q       [ 
  = 0,02866 ÷ 3,569 x 10-8    [[ 
  = 8,03 x 105 N/C (or 803000 N/C) to the right [[ 

 
or:  

         E = k q/r2  = 9,0 x 109 x  3,569 x 10-8 ÷ (0,02)2 
 
 
 
1.5 No [ (lines of force are not parallel hence no uniform field)  
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